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Abstract

This* research assessed whether gender differences in self-evaluation biases exist. Three different
measures of accuracy/bias were employed: Accuracy of post-test self-evaluations, degree of calibration for
individual questions, and response bias. As hypothesized, for the masculine gender-typed test significant
gender differences for all three kinds of bias were found: Women's post-test self-evaluations were
inaccurately low, their confidence statements for individual questions on a test were less well-calibrated
than men's, and their response bias was more conservative than men's. None of these gender differences
were found for feminine and neutral tests. As hypothesized, strong self-consistency tendencies were
found. Expectancies emerged as an important predictor of post-test self-evaluations for both genders and
could account for women's inaccurately low self-evaluations. How these biases might negatively affect
women's self-confidence and mental health and curtail women's participation in masculine gender-typed
domains is discussed.
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The Effect of Gender and Depression on Self-evaluation Biases
Given that a hypothetical male and female have equal abilities, do they perceive their competence
similarly or are there gender differences in the accuracy of their self-evaluations of performance? Over
the years research on gender differences in self-perception biases has focused extensively on expectancies
and causal attributions. It has been suggested that women's low expectancies of performance and their
attributional patterns are indicative of their tendency to underestimate their abilities, evidencing a selfderogatory bias (Carr, Thomas, & Mednick, 1985; Erkut, 1983).
The criterion problem
Implicit in the usage of terms such as "underestimation" and "self-derogatory bias" is the
assumption that women's expectancies and causal attributions of performance are not only different from
men's, but are in fact inaccurate. However, although research has established that gender differences in
performance expectancies and causal attributions exist, it has failed to investigate the accuracy of women's
and men's self-perceptions. For example, even though women's performance expectancies are lower than
men's, their expectancies may be realistic, whereas men's expectancies may be overly optimistic. One
possible reason for this neglect of the accuracy question is that objective criteria of accuracy are frequently
missing. What constitutes a realistic expectancy of success or an accurate attribution for a performance?
Research on accuracy has a long history within social psychology. Researchers such as Funder
(Funder & West, 1993), Kenny (1991), and Kruglanski (1989) have grappled with the problem of how to
assess accuracy. These approaches tend to emphasize consensus (interjudge agreement) and self-other
agreement as operational definitions of accuracy. Beyer (1990, 1994, 1995) took an alternative path to the
assessment of accuracy. She dealt with the criterion problem of self-perceptions by investigating
participants' post-test self-evaluations of performance. Accuracy of self-evaluations was operationally
defined as the difference between participants' post-test self-evaluations of performance and their actual
performance. Beyer found that women's post-test self-evaluations of performance are not only lower than
men's but are in fact inaccurately low when compared to their own actual performance, revealing a
negative self-perception bias on masculine gender-typed tests of knowledge of sports figures or math. No
gender difference in the accuracy of self-evaluations was found for feminine and neutral tests.
Practical implications of accuracy
The ramifications of the accuracy of self-perceptions go far beyond issues of self-knowledge.
Entire bodies of literature have investigated the effect of positive illusions about the self on the one hand
and depressive realism on the other hand. Positive self-perceptions, even if they are inaccurately high, are
related to psychological health (Janoff-Bulman, 1989), whereas negative self-evaluations combined with
stressors can lead to depression (Brown, Andrews, Bifulco, & Veiel, 1990). The depressive realism
literature suggests that even accurate self-perceptions can have damaging consequences related to
depression (Glass, McKnight, & Valdimarsdottir, 1993). Thus, the practical implication of Beyer's
(1990, 1994, 1995) findings that women underestimate, i.e., misjudge their own performance on
masculine tests, is that self-confidence and psychological health might be adversely affected.
Perceptions of competence are also intimately tied to test performance, persistence, preference for
challenging tests, curiosity, intrinsic motivation, expectancies, and aspirations (Boggiano, Main, & Katz,
1988; Cutrona, Cole, Colangelo, Assouline, & Russell, 1994; Grolnick & Slowiaczek, 1994;
Harackiewicz & Elliot, 1993; Harter & Connell, 1984). Because perception of competence is an important
mediator of achievement behavior, negative self-perception biases are likely to have damaging behavioral
consequences which could ultimately become a barrier to success. For example, if one (wrongly) believed
that one's past performance was inadequate, why should one seek out a similar test, college course,
career, etc. in the future?

Self-consistency and recall biases as explanations of gender differences in self-perceptions
Why might women and men fall prey to different self-perception biases? The theoretical
framework used to explain gender differences in self-perceptions in this paper is an extension of selfconsistency theory. It is hypothesized that people strive for self-consistency not only in their behavior hut
also in their judgments of their own abilities. For example, a person's self-conception that s/he lacks
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mathematics ability (low performance expectancy for mathematics tests) would negatively affect her/his
evaluation of performance on a mathematics test. Expectancies are especially likely to bias selfevaluations of performance when there is ambiguity regarding the quality of performance, such as in the
absence of feedback (Wells & Sweeney, 1986). Thus, expectations should have a powerful impact on
post-test self-evaluations of performance. Given an identical performance, low expectancies should lead
to lower self-evaluations than should high expectancies, especially when no performance feedback is
provided. This self-consistency tendency should be attenuated when performance feedback is provided.'
Besides self-consistency tendencies, a second process may affect women's self-evaluations
negatively. It is possible that when evaluating their performance on masculine tests, women's recall of
previously answered questions is biased. Conceivably women remember mostly those questions they
believe they answered incorrectly, whereas men remember those questions they believe they answered
correctly. This process could bias women towards underestimation of their performance.

The present study
As mentioned above, Beyer (1990) assessed the accuracy of self-evaluations by calculating the
discrepancy between performance and self-evaluations, thus employing a reality criterion. The present
experiment is designed to add convergent validity to this reality criterion. In addition to conceptually
replicating Beyer's (1990) studies by assessing the accuracy of self-evaluations of performance, two other
measures of accuracy, namely calibration and response bias, are assessed. If similar gender differences
are found using three different measures of accuracy and bias, the results are unlikely to be spurious.
Calibration
In Beyer's (1990) research, participants had to mentally average their performance on many items
of a multiple-choice test into one overall post-test self-evaluation of performance. An intriguing question
assessed in the present experiment is whether a self-evaluation bias may also operate at the more
fundamental level of self-confidence on individual multiple-choice questions. If participants have to state
their confidence regarding each question on a test immediately after answering each question, will they be
well-calibrated; will they be highly confident when they answered a question correctly hut report low
confidence when they answered a question incorrectly, rather thanNice versa?
Research on calibration has found that individuals are not very well-calibrated. Both sexes tend to
overestimate the probability that they answered any particular question correctly (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff,
& Phillips, 1982), although a study of adolescents found that girls were better calibrated than boys
(Newman, 1984). These results are in contrast to Beyer's findings of women's underestimation of their
performance on masculine tests. This discrepancy in findings of accuracy at the level of overall selfevaluations compared to calibration at the level of individual questions may be due to the fact that the tests
employed in calibration research tend to consist of general knowledge questions and therefore may be
neutral gender-typed. One study that did employ a masculine (math) test found that males are more likely
than females to have unrealistically high confidence on math tests (Lundeberg, Fox, & Puncochar, 1994).
The present study assessed whether gender differences in the calibration of confidence for individual
questions would be found if tests of differing gender-typedness are employed.

Response bias
In addition to the accuracy of self-evaluations of performance and calibration of confidence for
individual questions, response bias was assessed using an analysis borrowed from signal detection theory.
In the present context, response bias refers to a person's willingness to claim high confidence for having
answered a question correctly. Response biases can vary from liberal to conservative, both of which can
lead to a high number of errors in self-perceptions. However, the kinds of errors made by persons with
different response biases differ. A liberal response bias reveals overconfidence (high confidence about the
correctness of an answer to a multiple-choice question, although the question was answered incorrectly).
People with a conservative response bias rarely state high confidence regarding the correctness of an
The self-consistency hypothesis predicts that expectancies affect self-evaluations above and
beyond the effects of performance. However, unless a person is completely out of touch with reality,
actual performance imposes boundaries on the self-consistency effect.
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answer. They often mistakenly indicate low confidence. If women show inaccurately low post-test
self-evaluations of performance on the masculine test in this experiment, it was hypothesized that they
would also show a significantly more conservative response bias than men on this test.
Effect of depression
Recent research on depression and self-esteem has recognized the importance of assessing the
accuracy of self-perceptions. Some theories of depression (Kovacs & Beck, 1978) and self-esteem (Fitch,
1970) presumed that the self-perceptions of depressives and low self-esteem individuals were negatively
distorted. Some research supports this view. Depressed individuals were found to show a bias towards
negative information (Bargh & Tata, 1988; Buchwald, 1977; Dykman, Abramson, Alloy, & Hartlage,
1989; Go lin & Terrell, 1977; Got lib, 1983; Johnson, Petzel, Hartney, & Morgan, 1983; Kuiper, 1978;
Lobitz & Post, 1979; Roth & Rehm, 1980; Siegel & Alloy, 1990; Wener & Rehm, 1975). However,
other research has found that depressives are more accurate than nondepressives in their evaluations of
social competence (McNamara & Hackett, 1986), recall of their toddlers' negative behaviors (Lovejoy,
1991), estimates of future success and failure (Alloy & Ahrens, 1987), estimates of positive and negative
events that might happen to them (Crocker, Alloy, & Kayne, 1988), and in assessments of the degree of
control over external stimuli (Glass, McKnight, & Valdimarsdottir, 1993; Martin, Abramson, & Alloy,
1984). One purpose of this study was to investigate the relation between accuracy and depression.

Hypotheses
In summary, it was hypothesized that gender differences in self-perception biases would be found
on measures of accuracy of post-test self-evaluations of performance, calibration, and response bias, but
only on a masculine gender-typed test. The gender difference in the accuracy of self-evaluations of
performance was hypothesized to be affected by self-consistency and recall biases. The effects of
depression and performance feedback on the accuracy of self-evaluations of performance were assessed.
Method
Participants
Participants were 264 female and 170 male students enrolled in introductory psychology courses at
the University of Wisconsin-Parkside.

Procedure
Participants were run in mixed-sex groups ranging in size from 2 to 10 participants. To ensure that
self-presentation concerns would be minimized, the anonymity of test results and the noncompetitiveness
of the tests were emphasized. Participants filled out the Beck Depression Inventory. They then worked
on one of three different tests: a masculine gender-typed multiple-choice math test, a feminine English test,
and a neutral geography and history test. The tests had been pretested for appropriate gender-typedness.
Gender-typedness of test was a between-subjects factor. Each test contained 25 multiple-choice questions.
Test presentation and data collection for these tests was accomplished by microcomputer.
Participants were given examples of typical multiple-choice questions for the test they were about to
take. They then stated how many questions they expected to answer correctly (expectancies) and rated on
a seven-point scale how well they expected to perform, how important it was for them to do well, and how
difficult they believed the test to be. Immediately after answering a multiple-choice question, participants
had to additionally state how confident they were of having answered that question correctly, henceforth
referred to as confidence rating. Participants were familiarized with the confidence rating scale.
Confidence ratings could range from "0% sure" indicating that the participant guessed and was completely
unsure of the correctness of the answer, to "100% sure" indicating that the participant felt completely sure
of having answered the question correctly. After making their confidence ratings for each of the 25
multiple-choice questions, participants estimated the number of correctly answered questions (selfevaluation). They also rated on a seven-point scale how well they believed they had done, how difficult
the test was, and stated the number of questions they expected to answer correctly on a similar future test.
Participants then had to recall as many of the multiple-choice questions as possible in 5 minutes and
indicated whether they believed they had answered these questions correctly. Finally, they indicated on a
seven-point rating scale whether they thought that men or women perform better on each of the three tests.
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Results

Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed on the dependent variables. A2x2x2x3
(gender x feedback condition x depression level x gender-typedness of test) design was employed. For
the ANOVAs depression level was operationalized as scores below 10 on the BDI signifying no
depression, whereas participants with scores or 10 and above were categorized as depressed (e.g.,
Anderson, Miller, Riger, Dill, & Sedikides, 1994). The self-consistency hypothesis was tested via
multiple regression analyses. Degrees of freedom vary for some of the analyses due to missing values.
Gender differences in the accuracy of self-evaluations
Accuracy of self-evaluations was calculated by subtracting performance from self-evaluation
scores. Positive difference scores signify overestimations of performance, negative scores
underestimations. ANOVAs were computed with accuracy as dependent variable and gender, feedback
condition, depression level and gender-typedness of test as between-subjects factors. The means are
shown in Table 1. Level of depression and gender-typedness of test affected the accuracy of selfevaluations, E(1, 420) = 6.04, 12 < .02; E(2, 420) = 35.71, 12 < .0001. The effect of gender almost
reached significance, E(1, 420) = 3.63, g < .06. The interaction between gender-typedness of test and
feedback condition was significant, E(2, 420) = 18.06, g < .0001. These analyses were followed up
with ANOVAs for each test.
Insert Table 1 about here

Women and men did not differ significantly in their accuracy of self-evaluations on the feminine or
neutral tests, E(1, 128) = 1.62, g < .21; E(1, 119) < 1, respectively. The gender difference in accuracy of
self-evaluations was of marginal significance for the performance feedback masculine test, E(1, 79) =
3.31, 12 < .08.
On the feminine and neutral tests, the effect of depression was significant, E(1, 128) = 4.25, g <
.05; E(1, 119) = 4.13, g < .05. Depressed individuals were more inaccurate (i.e., underestimated) than
nondepressed individuals. This finding runs counter the depressive realism hypothesis. On the masculine
and neutral tests feedback participants were more accurate than no feedback participants, E(1, 169). =
21.61, g < .0001; E(1, 119) = 15.24, g < .0001.
Gender differences in calibration
Calibration was measured using a procedure recommended by Lichtenstein et al. (1982).
Confidence ratings between 0% and 20%, 21% and 39%, ... and 80% to 100% were grouped together.
Within each of the confidence levels, the percentage of questions that was answered correctly was
calculated. For example, assume that participant A indicated "80 to 100% sure" 10 times. However, ot'
those 10 times when A had high confidence, A had answered only 7 questions correctly. In other words,
on three questions A was highly confident even though the answer was incorrect. In this example, given a
high confidence level, the percentage of questions answered correctly is: (7 /10) x 100 = 70%. To
determine statistically whether participants are well-calibrated, a calibration score was calculated. This
score indicates "the average deviation of a subject's expressed confidence from the actual proportion of
items correctly responded to" (Powel & Nusbaum, 1990, p. 10).2 Lower scores indicate better
calibration. Means can be found in Table 1.
2 The formula for calculating calibration scores is:

Calibration = 1/N

nj (rj - ci)2
j=1

where cj is the proportion of correct responses in confidence category j, i is the participant's expressed
confidence for answers in category j, nj is the number of answers in conf idence category j, and N is the
total number of questions responded to (Powel & Nusbaum, 1990).
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ANOVAs were computed with calibration scores as dependent variable and gender, feedback
condition, depression level, and gender-typedness of test as between-subjects factors. The main effects
for gender, F(1, 428) = 5.63, p < .02, and test gender-typedness, F(2, 428) = 3.93, p < .02, were
significant These results were followed up with ANOVAs for each test.
Analogous to the fmdings for the accuracy of self-evaluations, no significant gender differences in
calibration were found on the feminine and neutral tests, E(1, 129) < 1; F(1, 122) < 1, respectively. As
hypothesized, on the masculine test the gender difference in calibration was significant with men being
better calibrated than women, E(1, 171) = 7.23, g < .008. Thus, the absence of findings of significant
gender differences in calibration in some of the previous research may have been due to the omission of
masculine gender-typed tests from research designs.

Gender differences in response bias
Participants had to discriminate between the correctness and incorrectness of their answers by
providing confidence ratings for each multiple-choice question. The question that arises from these data is
whether a gender difference in response bias exists. An analysis based on signal detection theory was
conducted to answer this question. Signal detection theory is applicable to situations in which there are
two discrete states that cannot be easily discriminated (Wickens, 1984). In this study the two discrete
states are whether a given question was answered correctly or incorrectly. Participants' confident
judgments of having answered a question correctly could fall into two categories. Hits, which represent
participants' responses that they are highly confident of the correctness of their answer when they in fact
had answered the question correctly and False Alarms, which represent participants' responses that they
have high confidence in their answer when in fact their answer was incorrect. Thus, False Alarms
represent overconfidence.
In this experiment, response bias, called B (beta), is the basis upon which participants make the
decision to report that they are 80 to 100% certain that they answered a question correctly. Response bias
affects the probability of Hits and False Alarms. The more conservative the criterion (the higher B), the
less likely a person is to make high confidence statements. This translates into fewer Hits but also fewer
False Alarms. As B decreases, the criterion becomes more liberal and the person is more likely to claim
high confidence. This person will have more Hits but the trade-off is a higher number of False Alarms.
Thus, B is affected by the willingness to claim high confidence when, in fact, the answer was incorrect.
By knowing a participant's Hit Rate (HR = Hits / number of correct answers) and False Alarm Rate (FAR
= False Alarms / number of wrong answers), one can determine the criterion s/he has set for claiming high
confidence.'
B scores are displayed in Table 1. ANOVAs were computed with response bias scores as
dependent variables and gender, feedback condition, depression level, and gender-typedness of test as
between-subjects factors. The main effect for test gender-typedness was significant, F(2, 426) =14.35, p
< .0001. There was also a significant test gender-typedness by sex interaction, F(2, 426) = 4.63, A < .01.
These results were followed up with ANOVAs for each test.
As with the other two measures of accuracy, on the feminine and neutral tests no gender difference
in B was found, 1, 129) < 1; F(1, 122) = 1.77, g < .19, respectively. However, as hypothesized, on
the masculine test, the gender difference in B was significant, E(1, 171) = 12.79,12 < .0001. Females had
a significantly more conservative response bias (higher B) than males. By being less likely to give high
confidence ratings, women avoided claiming they answered a question correctly when they had failed to
answer it correctly (False Alarm). However, by rarely claiming high confidence, women did not give
themselves credit for those questions they did answer correctly (i.e., they had fewer Hits).
To summarize, using three different measures of accuracy and bias, these results provide
impressive convergent evidence. On the masculine test women had inaccurately low self-evaluations,
were less well-calibrated, and had a more conservative response bias than men. Having demonstrated the
A table in Hochhaus (1972) simplifies the mathematical calculations of B to:
B = ORD(HR) / ORD(FAR)
where ORD(p) is the ordinate value of the standardized normal distribution. It should be noted that B
scores are independent of ability (actual performance). Two people with identical performance can have
very different B scores, whereas two people with identical B scores can have very different levels of
performance.
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existence of this phenomenua, we will now turn towards an explanation of it.
Self-consistency hypothesis
It was hypothesized that expectancies affect self-evaluations above and beyond the effects of
performance (self-consistency effect). This was tested by regressing, for each test, self-evaluation on
performance, expectancy, gender, feedback condition, depression scores, and their interaction terms.
Figures 1-3 depict, for each test separately, males' and females' predicted self-evaluations when
strategically selected values for performance and expectancies are plugged into the regression equations.
Specifically, the average performance score and either a low expectancy score (average expectancy minus
one standard deviation), average expectancy score, or high expectancy score (average expectancy plus one
standard deviation) were substituted into the regression equations. The line labeled performance indicates
the average performance score. If respondents accurately evaluated their performance, their selfevaluations would fall on this straight line. Points below the performance line represent underestimations,
whereas points above the performance line represent overestimations.
Insert Figures 1 through 3 about here
As Figures 1-3 clearly indicate, given identical performance, participants' expectancies affect their
self-evaluations (witness the steep slopes of the lines). For example, Figure 1 shows that on the feminine
test nondepressed, no feedback women with a performance of 18.1 (average performance) have selfevaluations ranging from 14.4 to 21.4 depending on whether they have low, average, or high
expectancies. The figures provide visually impressive evidence for self-consistency which is corroborated
by the results of the multiple regressions. For the feminine, neutral, and masculine tests expectancy was a
highly significant predictor of self-evaluations.
In addition, the graphs illustrate the somewhat lesser effects of gender on self-evaluations (note
that the lines for women tend to be below those for men). The graphs also indicate that, as hypothesized,
self-evaluations in the feedback condition are more accurate than self-evaluations in the no feedback
condition. In addition, depressed individuals have lower and less accurate self-evaluations than do
nondepressed individuals.
Overall these findings suggest that performance expectancies are powerful predictors of selfevaluations. However, gender, depression level, and feedback condition are also significant predictors. It
should be noted that by knowing a person's performance and expectancy scores, her/his gender,
depression score, and whPther s/he received performance feedback, we can predict that person's selfevaluations very well. The amount of variance in self-evaluations explained by these variables ranged
from 39% to an impressive 92%.
Gender differences in recall
The number of questions a participant recalled as having been answered correctly or incorrectly is
expressed as proportion of the participant's total number of recalled questions. It was ascertained whether
each recalled question had in fact been answered correctly.
On the masculine test men were more likely than women to recall that a question was answered
correctly when it had been answered correctly, F(1, 170) = 5.57, p < .02, whereas women were more
likely than men to believe that they answered a question incorrectly when they had in fact answered it
correctly, F(1, 170) = 7.01, p < .009. On the neutral test, women were more likely than men to believe
that they had answered a question incorrectly when they in fact had, F(1, 123) = 7.44, p < .007. Thus, for
women information on failure was more mentally available than for men. This differential recall plus
women's reliance on self-consistency may explain women's underestimation of performance on masculine
tests.
Discussion

Fvidence for gender differences in self-perception biases
The finding that significant gender differences in three different measures of bias (post-test selfevaluations of performance, calibration, and response bias) were found on a masculine test is impressive.
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As hypothesized, only on the masculine test did women underestimate their performance more than did
men, showed poorer calibration on individual multiple-choice questions than men, and had a significantly
more conservative response. This suggests that women have difficulty evaluating their performance on
masculine tests. It is important to note that these biases were pat found for feminine and neutral tests.
Evidence for self-consistency and biased recall
As hypothesized, expectancies had a significant effect on self-evaluations for all three tests. As
Figures 1-3 indicate the self-consistency effect was substantial. This effect was attenuated for participants
who received performance feedback. The results suggest that if females have low initial expectancies for
mathematics performance, self-consistency tendencies will lead them to an underestimation of their
performance in mathematics. In addition, this research and previous research (Beyer, 1995) has shown
that when performance is statistically controlled, women still have lower expectancies for future masculine
tests. Thus, a self-perpetuating pattern may ensue: Low expectancies lead to inaccurately low selfevaluations which negatively impact expectancies for future test performance which bias self-evaluations,
etc. ad infmitum. This process may lead to an avoidance of mathematics (Weiner, Frieze, Kukla, Reed,
Rest, & Rosenbaum, 1972), which may partially account for the underrepresentation of women in this
area (Eccles, 1987). Still, some vexing questions remain. Why do so many females who receive
feedback regarding performance in math believe that they did poorly and will continue to do poorly in the
future?
The recall data may provide some insight here. On the math test, men were more likely than
women to recall questions they believed they answered correctly. Such biased recall is likely to affect
self-evaluations. If a relatively low proportion of information on success is mentally available when
evaluating one's performance, this should negatively bias self-evaluation. Many of us have known
ndividuals who, after receiving feedback on their performance, focus on and remember the tiny bit of
criticism rather than the overwhelming amount of praise. Perhaps females who do well in math focus on
the negative aspects of their performance (mistakes) rather than the positive aspects (correct answers),
perceive their performance as failure and therefore avoid math in the future.
Warren (1976) also found that women were more likely than men to recall failure viz., anagrams
they had not solved. Why might this happen? One may speculate that women focus on the negative
aspects of their performance because this information is congruent with their low expectations on
masculine tests. In a recent study, Sanbonmatsu, Harpster, Akimoto, and Moulin (1994) found that low
self-esteem participants were more affected in their assessments of their verbal intelligence when given
negative performance feedback than when given positive performance feedback. High self-esteem
participants showed the opposite pattern: Their assessments of their verbal intelligence were more affected
by positive rather than negative performance feedback. Assuming that low self-esteem participants have
lower expectancies regarding their verbal intelligence (unfortunately this was not assessed), high and low
self-esteem participants focused most on expectancy-congruent feedback. Thus, the self-consistency
effect may be mediated by memory processes.

Depressive realism hypothesis
Overall, depressed respondents were less accurate self-evaluators than nondepressed respondents:
They tended to underestimate their performance.
Because of the serious implications of negative self-perception biases for self-confidence,
psychological health, and successful performance, more attention should be devoted to the investigation of
gender differences in self-perceptions. A better understanding of the causes of negative self-perception
biases may enable us to prevent or at least alleviate these biases which presently may hold back women
from achieving their full potential.
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-lame 1. uenaer unrrerences in various Accuracy measures
Accuracy
Condition

Calibration

Beta

Average

Standard
Deviation

Average

Standard
Deviation

Average

Standard
Deviation

Not Depressed Women (N=26)
Not Depressed Men (N=20)

-.885
.65

3.983
2.925

.038
.036

.029
.029

2.701

6.452
6.579

Depressed Women (N=15)
Depressed Men (N=7)

-1.467
-2.833

4.155
4.262

.044
.045

.028
.027

4.109
3.081

4.186
2.573

-.889
-.286

1.761

2.004

.05
.046

.029
.032

4.905
4.854

4.659
5.087

-1.929
-.667

2.645
3.512

.056
.028

.033
.016

4.282
.099

4.816
2.224

Not Depressed Women (N=39)
Not Depressed Men (N=23)

1.590
2.261

3.485
3.18

.055
.030

.041

.035

1.768
-.671

4.149
3.486

Depressed Women (N=23)
Depressed Men (N=8)

1.682
1.000

3.695
3.423

.054
.032

.052
.040

1.964
-1.731

3.642
5.034

-.839
.148

2.911

.072
.043

.091

1.554
.006

2.031

-1.143
.333

3.527

.055
.06

.038
.035

1.454

1.581

.51

2.443
1.777

-2.682
-1.895

3.483
4.095

.056
.058

.041

5.325
6.899

6.443
5.117

-2.400
-3.333

4.115
4.633

.067
.065

.021

4.934

.047

10.581

4.189
4.317

.320
.053

1.796
.970

.051

.042
.045

6.527
5.864

6.876
7.103

.065
.023

5.422
7.850

4.029
5.552

Feminine Task
No Feedback

Feedback
Not Depressed Women (N=27)
Not Depressed Men (N=21)
Depressed Women (N=14)
Depressed Men (N=3)

3.603

Masculine Task
No Feedback

Feedback
Not Depressed Women (N=31)
Not Depressed Men (N=28)
Depressed Women (N=14)
Depressed Men (N= 9)

2.553

.029

5.233

Neutral Task
No Feedback
Not Depressed Women (N=22)
Not Depressed Men (N=20)
Depressed Women (N=12)
Depressed Men (N=6)

Feedback
Not Depressed Women (N=25)
Not Depressed Men (N=19)

.062

.055

-1.938
2.594
.084
De ressed Men N=6
-.833
1.722
.052
Notes. Asterisks indicate significant gender differences * g. < .05 ** a <
Depressed Women (N=16)

01

a<

.001

"*. a <

.0001

Table 2. Gender Differences In Recall of Questions Answered Correctly and Incorrectly

Recall of

Condition

Questions Answered Correctly
Low Confidence
High Confidence

Questions Answered incorrectly
Low Confidence
High Confidence

Average

Standard
Deviation

Average

Standard
Deviation

Average

Standard
Deviation

Average

Standard
Deviation

No Feedback Women
Feedback Women

56.8

81.7

40.7

82.1

16.1

17.7
15.5

46.2

60.1

10.9
3.8

41.1

14.5
20.7

39.3
39.0

No Feedback Men
Feedback Men

52.6
57.5

84.0
88.1

7.5
2.8

30.3
14.0

21.8
17.9

32.2
40.5

18.0
21.7

35.3
43.2

No Feedback Women
Feedback Women

69.5
73.9

100.5
103.2

9.2
3.0

54.2

9.8
5.6

43.1

28.8

11.5**
17.2**

54.5
55.0

No Feedback Men
Feedback Men

70.1

76.7
19.6

10.2
2.8

44.3

11.3
6.9

32.4
9.3

6.2**
11.1**

29.4
11.2

Feminine Task

Neutral Task

78.8

26.1

10.2

.

.

Masculine Task
No Feedback Women
Feedback Women

58.1*
58.2*

90.6
98.4

10.3**
9.8**

36.9
31.4

18.0
11.2

45.4
40.0

20.7

No Feedback Men
Feedback Men

72.9*
65.8*

107.1
93.1

4.7**
5.9**

19.0
19.4

15.3
8.6

34.5
28.7

19.8

13.4

7.1

42.5
39.3
22.7
32.9
ailMi

Notes.

Asterisks indicate significant gender differences * R.< .05

**p<.01
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